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Address Sphinx Glass 
52 Corniche El-Nil -SHARIFAYN TOWER 
10th Floor - Maadi 
Cairo

Country Egypt

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
CLEAR FLOAT GLASS

Thickness ranges from 2 mm to 19 mm.

Variety of sizes available.

Glass Ribbon can reach 3660 MM width

 

TINTED FLOAT GLASS  

SPHINX GLASS offers tinted glass in a variety of thickness. The unique tints offer improved solar control properties combined with significant reduction
in UV transmission and Glare from direct sunlight. 
Sphinx tinted glass range offer more options for Architects and downstream processors.

Available Tints:

EUR-Bronze

EUR-Grey

ONLINE COATED\ REFLECTIVE GLASS  

Coated on clear or tinted, Reflective Glass products from Sphinx Glass are designed to cut down undesirable heat gain through windows and glazing
while offering a smooth mirror finish.

Pyrolytic or online coating gives numerous functional benefits: high durability of the coating, longer shelf-life, ease of heat treatment and ease of
processing.

Available in Two Brands:

Solarlite (Reflective Glass)

Vistalite (Subtly Reflective Glass)
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